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Executive summaryProgramming languages are the machine tools of the computer age. The best of them are care-fully designed and built to facilitate the construction of high-quality programs|the programs thatunderlie virtually all modern technology. Furthermore, some of the most widely-used programs inthe world|programs such as Lotus 1-2-3{achieve a large measure of their power from integratedprogramming languages. Languages for a countless variety of tasks, such as design speci�cations,database constraints, page layout, and test-case generation, are designed and implemented contin-ually.The �eld of programming languages and compilers is the study of these languages andthe software that implements them. Its goal is to gain basic knowledge about the design andimplementation of languages that promote reliable and e�cient programs and improve portabilityand programmer productivity.This report discusses the impact the �eld has had, the scienti�c knowledge it has produced,and the likely directions of future research in the area. It goes on to propose an initiative whichwould have the e�ect of accelerating the transfer of basic knowledge about languages and compilersinto other areas of science and industry.We summarize our �ndings as follows:� The impact of our research has been, and will continue to be, strongly felt throughout society.When well designed and implemented languages are used, our society gains in productivityand software quality. Our research is attempting to provide superior alternatives to the poorlydesigned languages too often used. A prime example is the rapidly growing use of object-oriented languages for the graphical user interfaces that have given such a huge impetus tothe personal computer industry; these languages are the results of research going back to themid{1960's.We take particular note of the fact that full-scale, general-purpose programming languages likeFortran, COBOL, and C are not by any means the only languages of importance. Manyothers are in use|for example, database programming languages like dBASE, text-processinglanguages like TEX, and hardware description languages like VHDL{and their quality isequally important. Indeed, we view the development of such special-purpose languages as amajor area of future impact for our �eld.� The science and engineering of programming languages and compilers can be divided intothree broad areas:{ Design|the study of fundamental principles of language design.{ Implementation|the study of programming techniques to aid the development ofcompilers across the spectra of languages and architectures.{ Programmer interfaces|the study of new tools that can aid the programmer in usinga programming language.� We chart some general directions of our research in each of the above areas, as well asaddressing speci�cally the issue of technology transfer.� We propose that an initiative be begun to promote research aimed at developing a languagedesign and implementation workbench. This suite of tools would aid the language designer in



writing a high-level language description and deriving, from that description, language pro-cessors such as compilers, language-based editors, and debuggers. These tools would supportthe construction of production-quality compilers, aid equally in the development of general-and special-purpose languages, and admit a wide range of source languages, including graph-ical ones. The goal of this initiative is to give our clients tools that will save them time andproduce higher-quality languages for all applications.1 IntroductionProgramming languages are the machine tools of the computer age. The best of them are care-fully designed and built to facilitate the construction of high-quality programs|the programs thatunderlie virtually all modern technology. Furthermore, some of the most widely-used programs inthe world|programs such as Lotus 1-2-3{achieve a large measure of their power from integratedprogramming languages. Languages for a countless variety of tasks, such as design speci�cations,database constraints, page layout, and test-case generation, are designed and implemented contin-ually.Language design and implementation technology therefore falls squarely within the de�nitionof an enabling technology, one whose mastery is vital to future economic and technological achieve-ments. The cost of failing to achieve that mastery is the dissipation of thousands of person-hoursof work, using ungainly languages to produce unsafe and ine�cient applications. The bene�tsof succeeding are e�ective and increasingly leveraged use of the most important resource, humaningenuity.The �eld of programming languages and compilers is the study of these languages andthe software that implements them. Its goal is to gain basic knowledge about the design andimplementation of languages that promote reliable and e�cient programs and improve productivityand portability.Programming languages and compilers is among the oldest research areas in Computer Science,and has many accomplishments to its credit, for example:� The development of high-level languages|from Fortran and COBOL throughAda, C++,ML, and others|has had an enormous impact on programmer productivity.� The portability obtained from using high-level languages to code systems software has allowedvendors and users to upgrade processors without overwhelming software development costs.The economic bene�t is enormous.� Development of the graphical user interfaces that have become a staple of modern worksta-tions and opened computing to non-experts is directly tied to the invention of object-orientedlanguages.� Compilation techniques developed over many years are allowing for fuller exploitation of ad-vanced architectures, from the ubiquitous RISC machines to the emerging massively-parallel\multi-computers."Yet, the �eld is not well-understood or appreciated. Many programmers feel that languagedesign is just common sense (despite the number of poorly designed languages they are forced touse every day). Others simply do not believe that basic research in language design can have anyimpact on practice; but they forget that the object-oriented languages of the 1990's have their rootsin research of the mid{60's, and were still considered visionary and impractical in the early 80's.



As representatives of the �eld, the workshop participants believe it is vital that such basicresearch continue to be supported. Aside from the direct economic and scienti�c payo� fromresults such as those just cited, we note that language development is an integral part of computeruse, and that the goals of the �eld|reliability, productivity, portability, e�ciency|will remainrelevant as long as computers are in use. The purpose of this report is to make this case, and tosuggest ways in which the �eld might achieve greater impact and higher visibility.The rest of this report is organized as follows:Section 2: Impact. Our �eld has contributed greatly to the development of the software industry,one of the outstanding growth industries of the past decade. Furthermore, it could contributemore, if its goals and its results were better understood. In this section, we make the case forthe �eld, discussing how it has shaped the world of computing.Section 3: Science and engineering. Research in programming languages|including highlytheoretical research|can be understood in terms of the goals outlined above. This is theheart of the report, in which the �eld is surveyed and various research e�orts put into per-spective.Section 4: Directions. Going beyond the survey of section 3, we attempt to predict what areasof the �eld will open up and have the most impact in the near future (within ten years).Section 5: Initiative. Considering its importance as an enabling technology, long-term, funda-mental research is essential to maintaining the capability to build the technologies of thefuture. In this section, we identify a speci�c research goal in which increased funding couldgenerate excellent results in a short-term (approximately �ve year) time horizon, given modestadditional resources, and at the same time support long-term research goals.2 ImpactLike machine tools, languages and compilers are largely invisible to the consumer, but have animpact felt broadly across everyday life. Languages are the critical link between programmer andcomputer, and no other single factor has as much impact on the a�ordability and quality of software.This section is divided into subsections outlining what we see as the impact of our �eld onsociety as a whole, and on industry and science in general, and computer science in particular.2.1 SocietyComputers and software touch nearly all aspects of our lives. Though most people may not evenbe aware they are using software, let alone think about what language was used to program it, thee�ects of programming languages on society can be seen in many ways:� Programming languages are an enabling technology|they make new applications feasible. So-ciety is increasingly dependent on software|to y its airplanes, produce its newspapers,facilitate the design of its products, maintain its banking and �nancial infrastructure, andenhance its recreational opportunities. The complexity and diversity of the software neededto support these applications both require and exploit new language paradigms and imple-mentation strategies.



� Standardized, high-level programming languages allow software to be ported. The ability toupgrade hardware without incurring huge software development costs has been a key factorin harvesting the ever-increasing power/cost ratio of computers. By allowing the same appli-cations to run on a variety of platforms, portability lessens the specialized skills required tooperate a computer and helps the computer become another household appliance.� Programming by end-users is likely to increase in importance as use of computers increases.Though they may not consider themselves programmers, many users write \macros" fortheir spreadsheets and databases, \batch �les" in their operating system command lan-guage, and a variety of other small procedures. It seems likely that an increasingly so-phisticated user community will demand further customizability|which is just another wordfor programmability|and programming language design will a�ect all those users.TEX is a type-setting system designed for high-quality technical publishing, which includesan extension language. The latter has been used to adapt TEX for some very di�culttype-setting tasks, with programs of up to several thousand lines having been written.Anecdotal evidence suggests that some of the best TEX programmers are not programmersby trade, but rather TEX users who have learned to use its extension language to solvetheir own type-setting problems.2.2 IndustryThe quantity of software being developed, the cost of its development, and its importance in criticalapplications have increased dramatically in the past twenty years. Indeed, talk of a \software crisis"is commonplace. With the rising role of automation in manufacturing and the growth in serviceindustries, the reliance on software will continue to climb. No one sees a single \solution" for thiscrisis, but developments in language design and implementation are certainly a major part of theanswer. We see two areas where research in programming languages is impacting industry:� Adopting new general purpose programming languages. In the data processing world, a newclass of languages is coming into use, the fourth-generation languages [17], which add consid-erable power over COBOL, the traditional language in that �eld. Microcomputer softwaredevelopers are switching to object-oriented languages (especially C++) with surprising speed.In each case, adoption of these new languages, though initially painful, has had a demonstrablypositive a�ect on the cost and quality of software. For example, object-oriented languageshave the potential to reduce costs by allowing for more code re-use than do conventionallanguages.� Developing specialized languages. Virtually every major company has languages, often de-signed in-house, that are specialized for tasks such as test-case generation, system con�gura-tion description, signal processing, project tracking, and so on. Many commercial softwareproducts come with integral languages; industry spends millions of dollars each year program-ming applications in the Paradox database system, to name just one. Such special-purposelanguages are indispensable, and tools for e�ectively designing and implementing them areessential.



AT&T's largest telephone switch, the 5ESS, employs an internal database to track itsstatus. The database must satisfy certain constraints, called \population rules," wheneveran item is entered or removed. These rules are published in a document written largely inEnglish, and their maintenance is so important that the 5ESS development team devotesapproximately 250 programmers to interpreting and implementing this document. AT&Tis now designing a language, called PRL5 [15], in which population rules can be formallyde�ned. Rules written in PRL5 can be compiled, so that much of the work of those 250programmers will be done mechanically. By designing this new language, AT&T expectsto save a great deal of money, while improving the quality of the 5ESS switch.The cost to industry of poorly designed, poorly implemented, and non-portable languages|whether vendor-supplied, o�-the-shelf, or developed in-house|is impossible to calculate, but un-questionably huge. The accelerating movement toward newer languages shows that industry rec-ognizes this.2.3 Science and technologyThe past decade has seen enormous growth in the use of the computer as a tool for scientists andengineers. In addition to traditional roles such as data collection and analysis and computer-aideddesign, computers are used increasingly for modeling, simulation, and visualization. Developmentsin programming languages and compilers are important in several areas:� High-performance computing requires e�ective compilation techniques and language design.The most visible areas of scienti�c computer usage, commonly known as ComputationalScience and Engineering, are those that employ commercially available supercomputers ofvarious kinds, programmed primarily in Fortran. They have seen great bene�ts from im-proved compilers, and are continuing to see developments in Fortran itself. Even greaterproductivity improvements will accrue from the development of languages to exploit newer,massively parallel computers.Many observers have argued that fully exploiting parallel architectures requires a func-tional language, but such languages are di�cult to compile e�ciently, for reasons notdirectly related to parallelism. Sisal is an example of a dataow language, a class oflanguages closely related to functional languages. Recent results [5] on a broad range ofproblems showed signi�cant improvements in parallel speed-up for Sisal over Fortrancodes compiled with vendor-supplied parallelizing Fortran compilers.� Special purpose languages are used by scientists to communicate models to computers. Scien-tists and engineers design and use many special-purpose languages; examples include hard-ware description languages, simulation languages, visualization languages, and others. Alsonoteworthy is the increasing use of symbolic mathematics programs like Mathematica [24]and Maple[6], that have underlying programming languages which all but the most casualusers must learn.Thus, new languages eventually �nd their way into scienti�c and engineering projects. Fortranis here to stay, but its importance should not be exaggerated. Furthermore, we predict that as



scientists become familiar with alternative styles of languages, they will not continue to toleratethe shortcomings of Fortran.Computational uid dynamics refers to the use of numerical computer simulationsto help design devices that involve uid ows, such as airplane wings and boat pro-pellers. A production-quality computational uid dynamics software package, such asthose developed at the national laboratories and in industry, consumes 25{100 man-yearsin development and requires continuing use of the equivalent of 3{6 programmers for\maintenance." For example, in one implementation of an adaptive mesh re�nement(AMR) algorithm for inviscid compressible gas dynamics, a few pages of mathematicaldescription translated to 10,000 lines of Fortran.Fidil [11] is a language designed speci�cally for programming these applications. It in-cludes the particular high-level data structures and operations needed for computationaluid dynamics. The 10,000 lines of Fortran for the AMR example cited above becomea few hundred lines of Fidil code. Furthermore the resulting program is re-usable: thechanges needed to modify this Fidil version of AMR for other, substantially di�erent,applications, are manageably localized, while the same changes in the Fortran programrequire modi�cations throughout the code.2.4 Computer ScienceProgramming languages and compilers is one of the central disciplines of Computer Science, andinteracts closely with other disciplines.� Software engineering. The extent to which the programming language used a�ects the successof a programming project is a controversial subject, but it can be substantial. It is for this rea-son that so many software development managers are considering switching to object-orientedlanguages [14]. (It is interesting to note that, while much of the work in software engineeringis language-independent, changing language paradigms has a very signi�cant impact; thus, apopular textbook on software engineering states, \Object-oriented design representations aremore prone than other to have a programming language dependency" [19, p. 425].)� Computer architecture. The �elds of computer architecture and programming languages havea naturally symbiotic relationship. The C language was designed to take advantage of theminicomputers of the 1970's and has become the standard language for the microcomputersof the 80's and 90's. On the other hand, the RISC concepts now routinely seen in micropro-cessors were designed to exploit the capabilities of high-level-language compilers. The newer\multicomputer" architectures, and other architectures with high-level parallelism, present adi�cult challenge to language designers and compiler writers, and many have taken it up.At the same time, improvements in cost and performance on the hardware side have al-lowed language designers more freedom. Advanced languages like Lisp, ML, Prolog, andSmalltalk are no longer con�ned to research labs. That reality will no doubt a�ect pro-grammer's language choices over time, with consequent feedback to the architects; this loopwill continue to be a fact of computer research and development as far into the future as wecan see.



� Operating systems. Languages, compilers, and operating systems have been closely relatedsince very early in the history of computers. Some of the earliest time-sharing systems werebuilt to support interactive programming environments, and a major area of language designhas been that of systems programming languages. At a lower level, the close interaction ofthese areas is attested to by the papers in the biennial ASPLOS (\Architectural Support forProgramming Languages and Operating Systems") conferences.2.5 SummaryResearch in programming languages and compilers includes theoretical work on language designparadigms and principles, applied research on compilation of conventional languages, and everythingin between. What is essential to understand is this: language design and language processorconstruction are not problems that can be solved once and for all, but are as much an inherentpart of computer usage as assembly-line design is to manufacturing; and that therefore whateverwe can do to improve these designs and processors will have a payo� over both the short-term andlong-term.3 The science and engineering of programming languagesIn the future, more people will program more computers for more applications, using more lan-guages, than we can possibly imagine now. The quality of these languages and their implemen-tations will profoundly a�ect the productivity of our society. Research in this �eld is aimed atdiscovering the principles that should guide language development, by both theoretical and exper-imental means. In this section, we survey the �eld in three categories: design, implementation,and interfaces.3.1 DesignThe central activity in this �eld is the study of programming language design, a broad researchagenda that seeks answers to questions such as: What basic principles do all computer languagesshare? What features make for greater reliability and ease of analysis for each application area?How is a human problem translated to a computer solution?This study has historical roots in mathematics and engineering, and has yielded deep scienti�cand technological results. It is perhaps easiest to understand where the �eld is now by consideringthe problems that have driven it:High-level programming. The di�culty of programming computers at the machine level gavethe �rst impetus to the development of high-level languages. Some of the basic issues inlanguage design and implementation were �rst raised in the early 1960's.Large-scale programming. Through the 1960's, it became clear that \programming-in-the-large"required new program-structuring capabilities. The need to support modular programminghas been a driving force in language design ever since. For example, object-oriented languagesare based on a powerful modularity construct called a class.Symbolic programming. Functional languages like Lisp and Scheme were developed withinthe Arti�cial Intelligence community beginning in the late 1950's. This is the �rst of manyexamples of new application areas forcing the development of radically new language designs.



Another example from the world of non-numerical computing is the idea of logic programming,originally developed for writing natural language-processing programs.Reliability for critical applications. As more and more critical software applications in areaslike avionics came on line, reliability became a paramount concern. Starting in the early1970's, major e�ort was devoted to the problem of formally specifying, and guaranteeing thecorrectness of, programs.Portability. Less of a concern in the days when most software was either vendor-supplied or devel-oped in-house, portability has become a key goal today, when software is widely disseminatedacross geographical networks and software houses must supply customers who deploy a varietyof platforms.Distributed and real-time programming. Some of the most di�cult programs to write, whileat the same time being the most critical, are those that involve controlling devices, suchas airplanes or power plants. These programs are characterized by the need to synchronizeoperations between computers and other devices, while meeting timing constraints imposedby the application. Ada is one example of a language designed with these kinds of programsin mind.End-user programming. The growing ubiquity of powerful desktop computers is driving a needfor computer languages that can be used by non-experts. Still in its infancy, two examples oflanguages developed to �ll this need areMathematica{whose programs are intended to looklike mathematical assertions|and Graqula [12], a visual language for constructing queries ina geographical information system.Despite the variety of motivations for their development, these languages have much in commonin their underlying design|far more than is super�cially apparent. The ultimate goal of the �eldof language design is to create a \theory of language design" that will facilitate the development ofhigh-quality languages for each application.3.2 ImplementationThe study of techniques for compiler development has been an active one since the late 1950's.The results of that study are a variety of language development techniques and tools, includingsome, like UNIX's yacc, that are now routinely used in compiler projects, and some that aremore experimental. These techniques and tools can be used in developing implementations for anycomputer language, not just traditional programming languages.



Eli [9] is compiler construction system \shell"|in other words, a system that incorpo-rates a variety of compiler construction tools and is designed primarily to facilitate inter-actions among those tools. The tools include parser and lexer generators and attributeevaluators, among others. In a recent course, the following languages were among thoseimplemented by the students using Eli: The Carrier Con�guration Language, in whichconstraints on the placement of components within telephone carriers are expressed; whenthese constraints are \compiled," a program is produced which accepts as input a cus-tomer request and produces as output a legal carrier con�guration to satisfy that request.The Zebra Code Generator, in which instructions to a custom label-printing machine aregiven at a high level; the output from the processing of these instructions is a lengthylist of instructions in the machine's native page layout language. The TG language forexpressing test cases to be presented to C programs; the output is a UNIX shell scriptcontaining the appropriate program invocations with appropriate test data; test data canbe user-supplied or randomly generated.What is speci�c to programming languages is the problem of producing e�cient machine lan-guage programs from high-level language programs. Each generation of computer architecturespresents new challenges to the compiler writer. Modern uniprocessor architectures, characterizedby the presence of caches and various forms of low-level parallelism, have preoccupied compilerwriters recently.On the languages side, new programming paradigms require new compilation techniques. Evencompiling C programs is considerably more di�cult than compiling Fortran. Languages exploit-ing new paradigms involve radically di�erent compilation techniques.Code generation for new architectures and new languages place a premium on the static analysisof programs, in which the compiler attempts to gain a deep understanding of some property of theprogram, such as its use of memory.3.3 InterfacesEnhancing the programmer's interactions with the language processor is another way to help achievethe goals of the �eld. A famous example is the development of interactive programming systemsin the 1960's, which facilitated program entry and debugging. Code browsers are an innovationof the 1980's to facilitate code reuse. Several current compiler generator projects emphasize theconstruction of entire \programming environments," including language-based editors, debuggers,and other tools [2, 4].End-user programming has begun to place an even stronger emphasis on this aspect of pro-gramming language research. At the same time, the computing power now available to the averageprogrammer creates great opportunities. Current research includes tools for \semantic browsing"(searching through a large collection of existing programs for ones that satisfy certain properties),for program visualization, and for combining modules graphically.4 DirectionsThe fundamental factors driving work in this �eld are a mixture of basic issues that have facedprogrammers throughout the history of computing, and new issues and opportunities opened upby advances in technology, both hardware and software.



� Demands on software. Software carries an increasing burden of the capabilities and qualityimprovements of all goods and services. Increased pressure for reliability, programming pro-ductivity, and portability are the inevitable results. This is the real meaning of the \softwarecrisis."At the same time, programmers are being asked to program increasingly di�cult applications.Parallel computers allow for the representation of more and more complex models of naturalphenomena, but this complexity is overtaking the ability of traditional languages to support.And non-scienti�c (\symbolic") applications, such as intelligent user interfaces, continue togain in importance, as they have historically.� Parallelism. Computers will never be fast enough. As the limits of technology-based e�-ciency gains is reached, various forms of parallelism will become the norm. The demand fore�ciency and portability will be no less urgent, but far more di�cult to achieve.� End-user programming. The line between using and programming computers will becomeincreasingly fuzzy. Languages that are easy to learn and reliable to use are needed. Indeed,the very notion of what a program is may need updating.� New applications. There is no end to the variety of circumstances in which an arti�cial,machine-processable language is useful. De�ning a document layout, directing a robot, ordescribing the statistical analysis of a data set are just three of many applications for suchlanguages.There are also changes in the research environment that will a�ect how we work:� Realistic examples. There is a growing recognition that in computers, as in the physicalsciences, there is a big di�erence between the laboratory and the real world. Languagedesigners and implementors are increasingly called upon to demonstrate their results in real-life applications and environments.� Standard tools. The Internet enormously simpli�es the sharing of research results. Lan-guage designers routinely post implementations of their new languages. However, experi-mentation with these implementations is often frustrating. There is a growing feeling thatmore use should be made of standardized tools, and better attention paid to code quality anduser-friendliness, even of \prototype" implementations.These are the large-scale forces that will drive our �eld for many years to come. Both short-and long-term research is indicated by this list, and we feel strongly that the natural tendency toshort-change long-term research is ultimately self-defeating. However, we can only make predictionsabout the shape our �eld in the near-term future.4.1 Language designBasic research in the area of language design is highly abstract, because its goal is the discovery ofdesign principles underlying all computer languages|it is the creation, in other words, of a scienceof language design. Basic principles that have emerged include the importance of semantics|theproposition that programs have meanings and that unifying concepts are to be found by studyingthose meanings; the ubiquity of types as an organizing principle of programs and languages; andthe central role of abstraction in language design. Only by combining this developing theory with



experimentation|namely, designing languages for a wide variety of applications|will the goals ofthe �eld be attained.Speci�c trends we see over the remainder of the decade are listed here.� Design for composability. A deep trend in language design throughout its history hasbeen toward languages in which components can be combined more exibly. John Backusemphasized this in his famous Turing Award lecture: \Perhaps the most important elementin providing powerful changeable parts in a program is the availability of combining forms thatcan be generally used to build new procedures from old ones" [1, page 627]. The motivationfor this emphasis is that composability leads to reusability, the one sure-�re way to increaseprogrammer productivity and program quality.� New designs for new applications. The central activity of the �eld is, and has alwaysbeen, the design of new languages for new applications.{ Concurrent and parallel computing. Robin Milner, in his recent Turing Awardaddress [18], discussed the need for new design concepts in this area, stating, \Concur-rency requires a fresh approach, not merely an extension of the repertoire of entities andconstructions which explain sequential computing."Most concurrent programming languages are based on an asynchronous communica-tion model, in which programs must respond to requests at unpredictable times. Thismodel is very general, but very complex. However, many applications are substantiallysynchronous|service events occur at predictable intervals. The Esterel language [3]was designed for such applications. Its features are quite di�erent from those of conven-tional sequential languages or the more general asynchronous programming languages.An example of its use is the speci�cation of the very complex behaviors and interactionsof menus, scrollbars, and so on, in a graphical user interface [7].{ End-user programming. Just as the needs of the Arti�cial Intelligence communitysparked intensive language design creativity in the 1960's, and the problems of large-scale programming did in the 1970's, so the needs of unsophisticated users will drivethat creativity in the 1990's. Examples of new approaches to programming are:� Visual programming. Since many modern computer applications are graphical,the needs of end-user programmers dictate a visual programming approach [22], inwhich complex processes are described pictorially.� Example-based programming. The central activity of programming is generali-zation|from a process that works for one case to one that will work for all of them.These systems rely on the user's ability to describe that one case, from which thelanguage processor can generalize to a complete program. (Since end users oftenview their problems in graphical terms, these languages are closely related to visuallanguages [20].)� Constraint languages. In these languages, \programming" consists of de�ningthe basic parameters of the solution to a problem, and having the computer searchfor a satisfactory solution, instead of telling the computer exactly how to go aboutconstructing a solution [16].



� Old designs for new applications. We are well past the time when languages were designedfrom scratch, often taking an unfortunate syntax-�rst approach. Much is now known aboutlanguage design at a deep, semantic level. We will increasingly be called upon to bring thisknowledge to bear on the design of new languages, especially special-purpose languages.Music composition languages are used to describe the \construction" of music from prim-itive tonal components. Used to program synthesizers and other electronic instruments(usually using the MIDI interface), these languages are a major improvement over sim-ple note entry; an example is a drumbeat, which can be programmed as a fairly simplerepetition of a single note. Pla [21] and Canon [8] are two well-known examples. Whatis unmistakable in reviewing the evolution of these languages is that it follows a trajec-tory similar to that of programming languages in general, with increasing emphasis oncomposability, i.e. the exible interconnection of components.� Timeless designs. The long-term goal of language designers is to achieve an understandingof computer languages so deep that languages can be built for any application by combiningknown methods. Languages for all applications will continue to bene�t from research in basicdesign issues, especially:{ Semantics. This is the sub�eld that asks the most fundamental question about pro-grams: what do they mean? We foresee the techniques of this area being applied to newlanguage designs, such as those mentioned above.{ Combining paradigms. Some approaches to language design have emerged as majororganizing paradigms. Chief among these are the imperative paradigm|typical of con-ventional languages like Fortran and C{and the functional paradigm|including Lispand ML, for example; also important are the logic programming and object-orientedparadigms. An ongoing e�ort is to understand how to combine paradigms within asingle language.{ Types. Types are the programmer's static picture of a program's structure. Theirapplication to functional languages was considered a major advance in language designin the 1980's, and recent research has expanded their usefulness in object-oriented andlogic programming. Still, we feel that only the tip of the iceberg has been seen. The verynotion of \type" will expand to allow for the description of a wider range of programproperties. These more expressive types will improve program reliability, while permit-ting a greater degree of program integration and reuse and more e�cient compilation.� Design for analyzability. Programs for critical applications must be carefully analyzed forcorrectness and e�ciency. Languages whose programs have a clear and simple semantics canobviously ease this job. Designing and working out the mathematics of such languages is amajor thrust of the long-term research program in this �eld; the work by Milner cited aboveis an example. Challenges that are new or will receive increasing emphasis include:{ Formal speci�cation of concurrent and distributed programs. As mentioned earlier, thereare a number of semantics models of concurrent and distributed systems. What is needednow are speci�cation languages that the \run-of-the-mill" software designer can easilyuse|the equivalent, for concurrency, of languages like Z [23] and Larch [10].



{ The speci�cation and prediction of run-time resource utilization|including, but notlimited to, CPU time. This is essential, of course, for real-time applications. It is alsobecoming important to the community of programmers using advanced languages, whichoften do not map simply to existing computer architectures, and to those writing parallelprograms.{ Relating speci�cations and programs. Systems that help to formally verify that pro-grams satisfy their speci�cations have been limited historically by the power of availabletheorem-provers. We expect to see more modular and exible theorem-provers, allowingdomain-speci�c customization of veri�ers.4.2 ImplementationA major challenge for language implementors is the exploitation of parallel computers. We see thenature of this challenge changing somewhat, however, and coming to center more on the problemof portability, as parallel computers of varying designs proliferate.This new emphasis will militate strongly for higher-level languages. They will compensate fortheir apparent disadvantage in absolute speeds by their greater adaptability across platforms.Portability will also show up in another area, at the junction between languages and operatingsystems: memory management. Modern languages are heavily dependent upon dynamic memoryallocation, but operating systems support tends to be minimal. Moving memory management to-ward the system level can promote portability, while improving system performance and facilitatingthe sharing of data among applications.Compiler optimization will continue to be a growth area, especially in the realm of aggressive,\whole program" optimization, in which the compiler is able to reorganize an entire program ratherthan small \compilation units." Another promising area is that of table-driven static analyzers andcode generators, which can make a major contribution to the goal of program portability by easingthe development of compilers for various platforms.4.3 InterfacesBeing the youngest �eld, and the one whose fundamental design boundaries have changed the mostin recent years, this is also the �eld least amenable to crystal-ball gazing. Still, some trends in thisarea seem sure to continue:� Interoperability. Viewed at the system level, \composability" refers to our ability to com-bine system components, regardless of their source language. Di�ering data representationsand memory management requirements make such interoperability di�cult to achieve, but itis nonetheless vital. One aspect of interoperability is persistence, which refers to the ability ofobjects created by a running program to survive beyond the expiration of the program. Imple-menting interoperability and persistence require that some responsibilities, such as memorymanagement, devolve from the language processor to the operating system. Though it isalways di�cult to implement \high level" facilities at the system level, due to potential in-e�ciency and inexibility, growing demand for integrated environments seems to make itinevitable.� Program visualization. We have already mentioned the new area of visual languages. Itis likely that various forms of visualization and graphical interaction, within the context oftextual languages, will also grow in importance. Visual languages for expressing program and



system con�gurations are an example. For debugging|especially, performance debugging|the ability to visualize the running program can be very helpful.4.4 Technology transferThe �eld of programming languages and compilers is, at its core, an applied science, and technologytransfer has always played a substantial role in it. To continue providing bene�ts to science andindustry from our research, we must be able to energize language design, analysis, and implemen-tation expertise into action. There are a number of ways to do this:Demonstrate increased productivity and product quality. Ultimately, these are the prop-erties that a software manager looks for in a language, and are the most basic goals of our�eld. However, many other factors impinge on the the manager's choice of language, princi-pally the availability of processors for the language, and the ability to train programmers touse it. The weight of these and other constraints have often proven greater than the promisedbene�ts of a new language, so that migration to new languages tends to occur very slowly.However, it does occur, and we should by no means accept today's predominant languages asthe end-point in general-purpose language development. Just as the rise of microcomputersled directly to the adoption of C, and the rise of graphical applications is leading to the useof object-oriented languages, so future computer architectures (e.g. parallel computers) andapplications (e.g. multi-media) are likely to call again for new languages.Extend popular applications. On the other hand, most new programming languages �nd theirway into use as extension languages for popular applications. For example, perhaps the largestgroup of functional language programmers are the users of symbolic mathematics systems likeMaple and Mathematica.Stephen Wolfram is the developer of Mathematica, a widely-used system for symbolicmathematics. Though Mathematica is best known for its capabilities in symbolic alge-bra and graphics, Professor Wolfram himself holds a di�erent view: \In the past, I havedescribed Mathematica as a Trojan Horse... In the long term, the most useful andsigni�cant way to view Mathematica is as a computer language" [25].Provide powerful libraries. By allowing the relatively easy interconnection of components, mod-ern languages allow for the delivery of powerful libraries of routines, which go far beyond thetraditional mathematical libraries of Fortran. Indeed, this has been an important sellingpoint for object-oriented languages like Smalltalk and C++. It is no coincidence thatthese languages have become popular for developing applications for graphical user interfaces(GUI's): such applications must necessarily be built on top of a large infrastructure of codesupporting the GUI, and with object-oriented languages it is easier for an application to takeadvantage of this infrastructure.5 InitiativeResearchers in this �eld know a lot about language design and implementation. The underlyinggoal of this initiative is to enable that knowledge to be disseminated and used more widely. We seethe initiative as leading to the following bene�ts:



� Providing for the design of better languages and language processors.� Promoting portability of languages across implementation platforms, including parallel pro-cessors.� Creating an \infra-structure" of language design tools, which are widely known among so-phisticated computer users.� Encouraging the development of programming language theory that contributes to the designand implementation of practical languages.5.1 Language design and implementation workbenchesWe propose that an initiative be funded to promote research aimed at developing language designand implementation workbenches. These suites of tools would aid the language designer in writ-ing a high-level language description and developing, from that description, language processorssuch as compilers, language-based editors, and debuggers. They would support the constructionof production-quality compilers, aid equally in the development of general- and special-purposelanguages, and admit a wide range of source languages, including graphical ones.The goal of this initiative is to give our clients the tools that will save them time and producehigher-quality languages and language processors for all applications.A model for this undertaking is the success of parser generators, like UNIX's yacc. These toolshelp in creating programs that understand the syntax of a language; starting from a high-leveldescription of the grammar, they produce a program to parse it. These tools have been successfulin two ways:� They save time and e�ort, because it is easier to write a grammar description than a parser.� They encourage well-designed grammars. Languages with \hand-coded" parsers tend to haveawkward and non-uniform syntax. Such languages can be processed using a parser-generatoronly with extra e�ort; the tools \prefer" languages with simpler grammars. This e�ect ofparser generators is less widely appreciated, but ultimately the higher quality of the languagesbeing processed is a greater bene�t than the lowered cost of their processors.In part because of the success of these tools, parsing is one of the easiest aspects of languageprocessing. One goal of the proposed initiative is to provide a signi�cantly larger collection of suchtools.5.2 Research GoalsAttempts have been made in the past to build tools for language implementation and considerablesuccess has been achieved. Yet these traditional tools are still far from the kind of capabilities weenvision. They are limited in the class of languages they handle, they support only some of thelanguage processing tasks that are needed, and they rarely achieve production quality in terms ofe�ciency or usability.The workbench we envision would go far beyond the traditional approaches in several areas:Design and description aids. Language theorists understand such basic concepts as \scope"and \type" and \function" quite well, yet those notions cannot be encapsulated and speci�edat a high level in language de�nitions. The result is that well-designed versions of thosefeatures and their implementations are not easily reused in new languages.



Portability across architectures. A primary goal of such a workbench would be to facilitatethe development of portable implementations. The goal is that a single program run on awide variety of architectures (including parallel architectures), on di�erent local con�gura-tions, and across parallel programming models (global memory vs. message-passing; di�eringinterconnection structures), e�ciently exploiting each particular architecture or paradigm.Support for many applications. Much new language development is for applications other thantraditional programming. Examples of such non-traditional language applications include:� Languages for describing data layouts in distributed-memory multi-processors. One suchlanguage is to be incorporated in the new HP-Fortran language.� \Scripting languages," which are used to aid communication among di�erent applicationsin a computer. Several major software manufacturers (e.g., Microsoft, Apple and Lotus)have or are developing such languages.� Languages for providing extensible \macro" features in applications such as spreadsheetsand word processors.A workbench should support such application languages. Indeed, it is far more importantto support a wide variety of applications than to support the development of conventional,general-purpose programming languages, for the simple reason that many more application-speci�c languages are being developed.Extending the concept of \language". Current computer systems support a rich variety ofinput and output forms, such as gestures, graphics and multimedia. Programming languagesare, by and large, still focused on the use of linear ASCII representations. The workbenchshould support both nontraditional representations (e.g., visual languages), and a more gen-eral notion of what constitutes programming (e.g., interaction as programming).Language support tools. The term \language processor" includes far more than just \compiler"| indeed, for many languages it doesn't include \compiler" at all. Everything from pretty-printers to debuggers to pro�lers and more falls under this heading, and the workbench needsto provide for it.Interoperability among languages. Compilers consist of a sequence of phases that progres-sively transform program text into machine code by passing through several intermediaterepresentations. A workbench will expose and standardize these intermediate representa-tions providing a framework for constructing programs from modules written in a variety oflanguages.Code sharing and reuse in language processors. Production compilers for di�erent languagescan share the same code generator if they use the same backend intermediate language. Sincea workbench will establish standard interfaces for all phases of the compilation process, itwill encourage sharing modules among compilers|reducing the investment required to pro-duce language processors for new languages. The de�nition of standard interfaces will alsofacilitate code sharing between di�erent language developers.Production-quality language processors. Last, but certainly not least, it must be possible touse the processors constructed in this way. E�ciency constraints are lower nowadays for mostapplications then they were in the past, because there are more fast computers being used.



Nonetheless, e�ciency is one of the battle�elds on which languages compete, and cannot beignored.Each of these goals require both basic and applied research to be fully realized. A clearer un-derstanding of fundamental language design principles is needed | an understanding clear enoughto implement. Indeed, it is likely that some new applications will require new language concepts,so that the problem will never be fully \solved." Similarly, the goal of \greater e�ciency" is, byits nature, never completely achieved.5.3 Speci�c research objectivesWe expect that signi�cant progress can be made in the short term toward achieving the goals statedabove. Here are some examples of the kinds of research that might be funded under this initiative:� Developing better mechanisms for formally de�ning high-level languages. A long-term goal oflanguage theorists has been to understand concepts like \static scope" and \block structure"so well, and de�ne them so precisely, that they can be made a part of the formal de�nitionof a language.� Building a suite of tools for developing language processors based on those de�nition mecha-nisms.� Building tools to support development of visual languages, and languages with graphicalinput.� Studying languages oriented toward particular application areas, with the ultimate goal ofbetter understanding the needs of such languages. This might involve, for example, de-signing languages to deal with physical device control and asynchronous parallelism; or itmight involve dealing with notations that are foreign to ordinary programming languages.(Researchers should de�nitely be encouraged to submit proposals for such cross-disciplinarywork.)� Facilitating the development of production-quality language processors by establishing stan-dard intermediate representations and investigating new approaches to static analysis, pro-gram optimization, run-time services including garbage collection, and other translator tech-nologies.� Basic research on semantic theories for dealing with such language features as state-orientedcomputation and parallelism. These have been the subject of intensive research of late.Progress in better understanding them from an abstract point of view will lead directly toapplication in the desired workbenches.5.4 ConclusionOur society pays an enormous cost for the widespread use of old-fashioned \machine tools" forsoftware development | that is, poorly designed and documented, frustratingly limited, unfriendly,and ine�cient languages and language processors.What we are proposing is a set of tools that would make it easier to design better languages, andto make those languages widely available for use. It is our belief that such a programming languagedesign and implementation workbench would speed the adoption of higher quality languages, andthus have great bene�ts to society.
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